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Abstract—Accurate road centerline extraction plays an impor-
tant role in practical remote sensing applications. Most existing
centerline extraction methods have many limitations when the
classified image contains complicated objects such as curvilinear,
close, or short extent features. To cope with these limitations, this
study presents a novel accurate centerline extraction method that
integrates tensor voting, principal curves, and the geodesic method.
The proposed method consists of three main steps. Tensor voting is
first used to extract feature points from the classified image. The
extracted feature points are then projected onto the principal
curves. Finally, the feature points are linked by the geodesicmethod
to create the central line. The experimental results demonstrate that
the proposedmethod, which is automatic, provides a comparatively
accurate solution for centerline extraction from a classified image.

Index Terms—Accurate centerline extraction, classified images,
geodesic method, principal curves, tensor voting.

I. INTRODUCTION

H IGH-RESOLUTION satellite sensors, such as World-
View-2, SPOT, and IKONOS, have many applications.

Road centerlines extracted from remote sensing images in many
remote sensing applications have been widely used in transpor-
tation database updating, urban planning, vehicle navigation, etc.
Various approaches have been developed over the past decades to
address the road extraction issue.Mena [1] andDas et al. [2] have
compiled good reviews on road extraction methods and a
comprehensive comparison of different road extraction methods
was given by Mayer et al. [3]. Existing road extraction methods
can be categorized into three main groups: 1) pixel-based,
2) region-based, and 3) knowledge-based [4]. Specifically,
region-based methods are an important class of road extraction
algorithms that mainly consist of two stages. The first stage of a
region-based method is the road classification/segmentation

stage, which has beenwell-researched andmany relatedmethods
have been developed. Hinz and Baumgartner [5] proposed an
automaticmethod for urban road networks extraction frommulti-
view aerial imagery by integrating road models and context
information. Price [6] proposed a method concentrated on urban
street grid description and verification. Chaudhuri et al. proposed
integrating directional morphological enhancement and segmen-
tation techniques to detect a road from high-resolution satellite
images [7]. Senthilnath et al. [8] combined the structural,
spectral, and geometric characteristics of roads for automatic
road extraction for urban regions. Yuan et al. [9] automatically
extracted the road network using the locally excitatory globally
inhibitory oscillator networks (LEGION) segmentation method.
Rajeswari et al. [10] presented an automatic road extraction
method that integrated the strengths of level set, normalized cuts,
and mean-shift methods. Similarly, incorporating multiple fea-
tures of roads has been used to delineate road features [11]–[14].
Senthilnath et al. [15] also extracted linear features (i.e., a river)
from multi-temporal MODIS images by fusing image classifica-
tion and segmentation results.

The second stage of a region-based method extracts the
centerlines from the classified images. The commonly used meth-
od is the thinning algorithm [16]. Although the thinning algorithm
is efficient in implementation, it always produces many spurs that
reduce the centerline smoothness and correctness. To extract
accurate centerlines, a Radon transform was applied to extract
centerlines from the classified image [17]. This method shows a
good performance when dealing with straight road segments.
However, it is not suitable for short and curvilinear lines. Poullis
and You [4] used the Hough transform to extract road centerlines.
This approach uses a set of Gaussian-based filters to compute the
magnitudeof the roadpixels.TheHoughtransformissubsequently
implemented to extract the road centerlines in an iterative manner.
Although this approach reports a good performance, some false
positives exist due to the limitations of the Hough transform.
A self-organized clustering method was developed by Doucette
et al. [18] for road centerline extraction from classified images.
This approach cannot extract centerlines located at the end of
road segments. Therefore, accurate road centerline extraction
from a classified image still has not been clearly resolved. Thus,
the objective of this study is to determine how to extract smooth
and accurate road centerlines from classified images.

Some studies have focused on road extraction from different
perspectives. Ünsalan and Sirmaçek [19] used probabilistic and
graph theoretical methods to extract road networks. Their meth-
od relies on edge information. To solve the gap closure issue,
higher-order active contour energies were investigated [20]. Poz
et al. [21] used stereoscopic aerial images in object-space to
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extract roads in rural areas. Particle filtering and extended
Kalman Filteringwere used to extract roads from satellite images
[22]. This method relied on road seed points that had to be
provided by users. Based on the Fourier shape descriptor, Hu
et al. [23] proposed a concept of road footprints to measure the
probability that a pixel is located on a road. A road tree is then
constructed to formulate the road network. In addition to the
optical satellite images, some authors also extracted roads from
SAR imagery [24], [25].

In the field of machine learning and computer vision, princi-
pal curves and smooth curves passing through data points [26]
have been investigated. From the description of principal
curves, it is evident that this method could be a preferable
choice for extracting centerlines. Recently, Ozertem and
Erdogmus [27]–[29] proposed a practical method, called the
subspace constrained mean shift (SCMS) method, to extract a
smooth centerline from noisy points. The SCMS method
projects all of the input data points to the closest ridge of the
probability density function (pdf) generated by the kernel
density estimation (KDE). The results produced by SCMS are
smooth and robust. However, SCMS has to iteratively project
all of the points to principal curves, and hence the computation
load is very high, which limits its applications. In addition,
SCMS is a biased estimator [30]. Fig. 1 shows an example of
centerline extraction using SCMS. In Fig. 1, the black dots
denote the point cloud, the blue line denotes the true centerline
S, and the dashed red circle is the estimated centerline R
detected by SCMS. It can be seen that R is a biased surrogate
for S, which indicates that SCMS is a biased estimator. Gener-
ally, the bias will severely influence the accuracy of the
centerline. This study proposes a framework for extracting a
centerline from a classified image that integrates the strengths
of tensor voting, SCMS, and the geodesic method. Unlike
SCMS, the proposedmethod only needs to project a few feature
points onto principal curves. Furthermore, the centerline ex-
tracted by the proposed method is unbiased. Details of the
proposed method are introduced in Section II.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The new
approach is presented in Section II. The experimental results are

given and discussed in Section III. Finally, Section IV concludes
the paper.

II. METHODOLOGY

This study devises a computationally efficient approach to
extract accurate centerlines from classified images. Fig. 2 sum-
marizes the proposed method.

The proposed method consists of the three following steps.
1) Feature points (i.e., junction and end points) are first

extracted from the classified image.
2) The probability of each pixel being located on the road

centerline is computed using the KDE method. Subse-
quently, the feature points are projected onto ridge lines
using the SCMS method.

3) The projected feature points are linked by the geodesic
method to create the central line to formulate the road
network.

The details of each step are described in Section II-A.

A. Tensor Voting

The first step of the proposed method is to use tensor voting to
extract the feature points from the classified image. Tensor voting
is a perceptual grouping and segmentation framework introduced
by Medioni et al. [31], [32]. Let denote a second-order
symmetric tensor for a 2-D case that is defined as

where and denote the partial derivative of image along the
-axis and -axis, respectively. In this study, the Sobel operator

[16] is selected to compute the partial derivatives of the image.
Eigen-decomposition is subsequently applied to the tensor
matrix as follows:

where are eigenvalues with the ordering and
represents the corresponding eigenvectors.

The tensor matrix can be rewritten as

where is a stick tensor with associated saliency ,

which indicates an elementary curve, with

Fig. 1. Example of centerline extraction using SCMS.

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the proposed method.
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associated saliency describes a structure that has no orienta-
tion preference to a location where multiple orientations coexist.

The saliency decay function, as shown in Fig. 3, can be
expressed as

where is the arc length of OP, is the curvature, controls the
degree of decay with curvature, and is the scale factor that
determines the effective neighborhood size. The scale factor is
determined as follows:

where denotes the mean road width.
Based on the saliency decay function, the second-order tensor

voting for the 2-D case is defined as

The first order tensor voting for the 2-D is defined as

After tensor voting, vote analysis is performed to extract two
types of feature points: 1) junction points and 2) end points.
Feature points are classified based on the following two rules.

1) Points that satisfy > are classified as region or
junction points.

2) The local maxima of polarity are detected as endpoints.
The local maxima are the points within a given neighbor-
hood at which the pixel takes the largest value. The image
dilation [16], one of mathematical morphology operations,
can be applied to detect local maxima.

An example of feature point extraction using tensor voting is
presented in Fig. 4. As can be seen from Fig. 4(b), feature points
extracted by tensor voting are areas, not single points. In this
study, centroids of these areas are taken as feature points,
resulting in Fig. 4(c).

After the extraction of feature points, the corresponding
connectivity matrix is constructed using Algorithm 1. The

connectivity matrix of each connected component (CP) can be
defined as follows: a feature point is connected to any feature
points except itself. In this means, if some junctions are missed,
they can still be recovered when the algorithm tries to link
endpoints. Another advantage of introducing this connectivity
matrix is that, for each end point, there is no necessary to
determinewhich junction point is connected to, thereby resulting
in an efficient way of constructing such connectivity matrix.
Meanwhile, Fig. 5 shows an example of generating the connec-
tivity matrix from foregoing extracted feature points. The feature
points detected by the tensor voting are shown in Fig. 5(a), and
the corresponding connectivity matrix is shown in Fig. 5(b). As
can be seen, the connectivitymatrix is symmetric, and hence only
the lower triangular elements need to be processed by the
following procedures.

Algorithm 1 The connectivity matrix construction algorithm

1. Perform connected component analysis (CCA) [16] on the
classified image.

2. Select one connected component and then perform
tensor voting to extract feature points. Suppose the compo-
nent contains feature points (i.e., junction points and end
points).

for

for and

end for

end for

3. Repeat Step 2 until all of the components are analyzed.

B. Principal Curves

Although the feature points extracted in Fig. 5(a) do not
precisely locate on the centerline, principal curves can be applied
to project these coarse feature points to ridge lines, and thus
precise feature points can be obtained. Given a -variate random
sample drawn from a density function , the
kernel density estimator is defined as

where and ,
. In addition, is a symmetric positive definite

Fig. 3. Votes cast by a stick tensor located at the origin . is the center of the
osculating circle passing through points and .

Fig. 4. (a) Input image. (b) Feature points extraction results using tensor voting,
where junction points are shown in blue and end points in red. (c) Centroids of the
junction points are shown in blue crosses and end points in red crosses.
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matrix called the bandwidth matrix, which is crucial in

determining the performance of . is a -variate kernel
function that is defined as

where stands for the determinant of and satisfies
, where the integral is regarded as being over

unless stated otherwise. Here, we take

, the standard normal throughout, which
is a common choice during many kernel estimation functions.

We choose the bandwidth matrix by gener-
alizing Scott’s rule of thumb. For details of this empirical
formula, please refer to Ahamada and Flachaire [33]. Note the
difference between the symbols, as one is the sample covariance
and the other is the sample standard deviation matrix. The kernel
density estimator is constructed above as

To better solve the principle curve, we take the logarithmof the
density function

The gradient and Hessian matrices for KDE are

Based on previous formulas, the fixed-point update rule can be
written as

This iteration rule is similar to that of the mean-shift algorithm
and thus it is named the subspace constrainedmean shift (SCMS)
method, which is summarized in Algorithm 2. An example of
projecting points onto the ridge line is illustrated in Fig. 6.

Algorithm 2 Subspace constrained mean shift method

1. Bandwidth selection (i.e., the kernel covariance).

2. For every trajectory, proceed from each sample with the
projected mean shift iteration, such as , conduct the
eigenvalue decomposition of , and construct the orthog-
onal projector matrix , here is an eigenvector
corresponding to the eigenvalue with a smaller absolute value.

3. Check whether the iteration step satisfies the termination
criterion . If < , stop; else set

and return to Step 2.

C. The Geodesic Method

After the projection of feature points onto principal curves in
Fig. 6(b), the geodesicmethod [34] is subsequently used to create
the central line by linking the feature points. Consider a smooth
curve on an image, where is the image domain

Fig. 5. Example of constructing the connectivity matrix. (a) Feature points extracted by tensor voting. (b) The corresponding connectivity matrix.

Fig. 6. Example of a principal curve. (a) Noisy input points. (b) The estimated
probability densitymap. (c) The principal curve over the probability densitymap,
where the principal curve is shown in green. (d) The principal curve projected
back onto the plane of original points.
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that is defined as . The smooth curve is generally
constrained as

where and denote the starting point and ending point,
respectively.

Let denote the weighted length of the smooth curve .
The weighted length can be computed as follows:

where R is the derivative of , and denotes the
parameter of the curve.

Let R denote the probability density estimationmap that
is generated byKDE. For the purpose of roadnetwork formulating,
a road can be approximately defined as a smooth curve that has a
constant kernel density value R. Based on this definition of a
road model, a weight function can be defined as

where (i.e., ) is a small value that prevents from
vanishing. In this study, the constant value is fixed to .
As can be seen from (17), this is the area where the principal
curve (i.e., the road centerline) is passing through the area that has
low weights.

The minimal path that links two feature points is a global
minimizer of the length that should satisfy the following equation

The steps of the feature points linking procedure based on
the geodesic method are presented in Algorithm 3. Fig. 7
shows an example of feature points linking using the geodesic
method.

Algorithm 3 Feature points linking using the geodesic method

1. Compute the kernel density estimation map of the classified
image.

2. Extract road feature points using tensor voting.

3. Construct the weight matrix using Equation (17).

4. Construct the geodesic distance map and find the geodesic
path.

5. Link feature points using the geodesic path.

III. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, several experiments that test the proposed
method are described. The proposed method is also compared
with other methods in the literature to show the advantages and
disadvantages of the proposed method.

Fig. 7. Example of feature points linking using the geodesic method. (a) The
original image. (b) The weight image. (c) The geodesic distance and the minimal
path. (d) The superposition result of the original image and the road centerline
extracted by the geodesic method.

Fig. 8. (a) Original remote sensing images. (b) Ground truth data sets.
(c) Classification results.
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A. Classification

In this paper, the method proposed by Shi et al. [13] is selected
to classify the satellite image. Thismethod integrates the strengths
of spectral-spatial classification, local spatial statistics, informa-
tion fusion, and road shape features, and generally achieves
relatively higher classification accuracy than other classification
methods. Fig. 8 depicts the classification results for four satellite
images. Columns (a)–(c) of Fig. 8 are test images, ground truth
data sets, and classification results, respectively. In this study, the
first three ground truth data sets are generatedwith a hand drawing
method and the last one is provided by Dr. C. Ünsala from
Yeditepe University. The classification accuracy and error rate
[35] are used to evaluate the accuracies of the classification results
that are listed in Table I. It is worth mentioning that classification
accuracy is not equal to road extraction accuracy, as their evalua-
tion methods are totally different.

As can be observed from Table I, the classification method
achieves comparable satisfactory results for the four satellite
images. However, the method fails to extract some roads due to
the complexity of the natural scene, image noises, and limitations
of the classification methods. Although the classification proce-
dure can rarely produce ideal results that cover the whole road
network, it provides an initial result that can reduce the amount of

manual work necessary and improve the efficiency of the road
extraction procedure.

B. Tests of Parameters

The proposed method only has one parameter that needs to be
set by users: the scale parameter . In this experiment, Fig. 8(b) is
selected as the test image. Here, the value of is changed from 3
to 9 and the effect on the road centerline detection performance is
observed. The results are provided in Fig. 9. Three accuracy
measures proposed by Wiedemann et al. [36] are used to
quantitatively evaluate the road centerline extraction accuracy

where , , and denote completeness, correctness, and
quality, respectively. , , and represent true positive,
false negative, and false positive, respectively.

TABLE I
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACIES OF THE FOUR TEST IMAGES

Fig. 9. (a)–(d) show the centerline extraction result for the scale parameters 3, 5,
7, and 9, respectively. The extracted centerlines are shown in red for display.

Fig. 10. Evaluation results of the influence of scale parameter on road centerline
extraction accuracy.

Fig. 11. Results of the first experiment. (a) The original image. (b) The classified
roadmap. (c) Feature points extracted by tensor voting, junction points are shown
as blue crosses, and end points as red crosses. (d) Probability density estimation
result of the classified road map. (e) Road centerline extraction result.
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Fig. 10 gives the quantitative evaluation result. As can be seen,
the scale parameter has a small effect on the correctness, indi-
cating that the proposedmethod can always produce correct road
centerlines. It can also be observed that as the value of the scale
parameter exceeds 3, the road centerline accuracy decreases,
because when the scale parameter is large, tensor votingwill start
to “cross-talk” toomuch and this leads to the elimination of some
feature points. Therefore, the scale parameter is fixed to 3 in this
study to guarantee extraction accuracy.

C. Experiments

In the first experiment, the proposed method was tested on a
WorldView-2 satellite image. The test image has a spatial size of

pixels, with 11578 of them representing the classified
road map. Fig. 11(a) (b) show the original satellite image and its
corresponding classified road map. Feature points were first
extracted from the classified road map using tensor voting, as
shown in Fig. 11(c). The KDE was then used to generate the
probability density estimation map, resulting in Fig. 11(d). As
can be seen in Fig. 11(d), road centerlines were located on the
principal curve of the probability density estimation map. Fea-
ture points (one junction point and four end points) were then
projected onto the principal curve using the SCMS method.
Finally, the geodesic method was performed to link the end
points and junction point. Fig. 11(e) shows the road centerline
extraction result produced by the proposed method.

Fig. 12. Results of the second experiment. (a) The original image. (b) The classified road map. (c) Road centerline extraction result.

Fig. 13. Results of the third experiment. (a) The original image. (b) The classified road map. (c) Road centerline extraction result.

Fig. 14. Results of the fourth experiment. (a) The original image. (b) The classified road map. (c) Road centerline extraction result.
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Another satellite image was picked to test the proposed
method. The test image was recorded at Xuzhou City, China,
by the ZiYuan-3 satellite, a Chinese Earth Observation satellite.
Fig. 12(a) gives the test image, which has a spatial size of

pixels. The classified image has 8009 road pixels,
as shown in Fig. 12(b). The road centerline extracted by the
proposed method is given in Fig. 12(c).

In the third case study, the developed method was tested on a
QuickBird image downloaded from [37]. The image has a spatial
size of pixels, as shown in Fig. 13(a). It can be
observed that roads in this image have many branches, which
is a very common pattern in real world applications. The classi-
fied roadmap, as shown in Fig. 13(b), has 16503 road points. The
road centerline extraction result is shown in Fig. 13(c).

In the fourth case study, the developed method was tested on a
GeoEye-1 image provided by Dr. C. Ünsalan. Fig. 14(a) shows
the test image, which has a spatial size of pixels. In
this study, the test image includes different types of junctions,
such as a “T” junction, “ ” junction, and “L” junction. The test
area also contains different widths of roads. Therefore, the test
image is very complicated. The classified road map, as shown in
Fig. 14(b), has 35177 road points. The road centerline extraction
result is shown in Fig. 14(c). As can be seen, the proposed
method still showed good performance, even when the classified
road map was complicated.

D. Comparisons With the Existing Methods

In this section, the proposed method is compared with the
thinning algorithm and SCMS. In this study,MATLABwas used
as the coding environment on a PC that has an Intel Core2Quad
processor with 2.83-GHz clock speed. The results of the thinning
algorithm are presented in Fig. 15(a), of SCMS in Fig. 15(b), and
of the proposed method in Fig. 15(c). As can be observed from
the results of the three centerline extractionmethods, both SCMS
and the proposed method can provide smoother results than the
thinning algorithm. There are many undesired spurs and loops in
the thinning algorithm results. Although SCMS can solve some
of the limitations of the thinning algorithm, its performance is
still poorer in general. Specifically, in the third and fourth test
images, there are obvious biases and phase transitions [30]. With
the proposed method, there are no spurs, bias, or phase transi-
tions. This visual comparison evidently validates the advantages
of the proposed method in road centerline extraction from
classified images.

The three methods were also compared in terms of both the
computation complexity and accuracy. Table II shows the
results of the comparison of the computation complexity of
the three methods on the four classified images. As can be seen,
the thinning algorithm achieves a higher computational effi-
ciency than SCMS and the proposed method. The experimental
results also indicate that the proposed method is more efficient
than SCMS. This is particularly true when the topological
structure of the classified image is simple. The accuracy results
of the three road centerline extraction methods are listed in
Table III. It can be seen that the proposed method achieves the
highest accuracy, whereas SCMS shows the worst performance
among the three methods. This is mainly due to the fact that

when the structure of the classified image is complicated, it is
difficult to obtain satisfactory bandwidth estimation. An inad-
equate bandwidth will lead to over-smoothing (i.e., bias) or
under-smoothing (i.e., phase transition). Both over-smoothing
and under-smoothing significantly reduce the accuracy of
SCMS. Table III also indicates that the thinning algorithm will
produce many undesired spurs that reduce the centerline ex-
traction accuracy and the smoothness. By contrast, both SCMS
and the proposed method have no spurs, and hence retain the
centerline smoothness.

Fig. 15. Comparison results of different road centerline extraction methods.
(a) Results of the thinning algorithm. (b) Results of SCMS. (c) Results of the
proposed method. The centerlines are shown in red for display.

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF COMPUTATION TIME FOR DIFFERENT CENTERLINE EXTRACTION

METHODS
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From the above discussion, it can be concluded that the
proposed method achieves the best balance between accuracy
and the computational complexity among these three methods.
Thus, the proposed method is more practical for accurate and
efficient road centerline extraction from classified images.

IV. CONCLUSION

This study presents an automatic approach for 2-D road
centerline extraction from classified satellite images. In particu-
lar, the proposed method incorporates the strengths of tensor
voting, the SCMS method, and the geodesic method. The
proposed method is a three-stage procedure in which feature
points are first identified using tensor voting. In the second stage,
the SCMS method is applied to project feature points onto the
principal curve. Finally, the feature points are linked by the
geodesic method to create the central lines, which form the road
centerline network.

The proposed method was compared with the widely used
SCMS and the thinning algorithm methods. The experimental
results indicate that both the proposed method and SCMS do not
produce spurs and retain smoother centerlines than the thinning
algorithm. The results also indicate that the proposed method
solves the limitations of SCMS. In contrast to SCMS, the
proposed method can achieve unbiased centerlines with higher
computational efficiency. It can be concluded that the proposed
method provides a practical solution for accurate and efficient
road centerline delineation from classified images.

In the presented form, the proposed method cannot process
segments with a closed form (i.e., a circle). Our future research
will focus on processing segments with a closed form using the
piece-wise method.
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